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It’s probably safe to assume that most people
today are living in an “online world.” In fact, the

very article you’re currently reading, is accessed
online. Most (if not all) legitimate companies have
websites, and they have in turn provided us with
endless opportunities. We can now purchase
almost anything online, from the comfort of our
very own home. What does that mean for the
trucking industry? In short, it results in a high
demand for truck drivers.

Carriers are looking for reliable and licensed

drivers more than ever. They are an essential part
of our economy, and without them, goods and
products would not get from A to B. We can get
most products online without ever having to enter
into a physical store, and these items then get
shipped from their perspective warehouse,
directly to your front door.

Furthermore, e-commerce sales are only
increasing. With larger companies like Amazon,

forcing all others to invest in online infrastructure,
we are looking at an upward trend for online
sales. In 2019, e-commerce in Canada was up
more than 20% from last year, and these gains
are expected for years to come.1 Bottom line,
truck drivers are (and will continue to be) needed
as part of this online sales cycle for the
foreseeable future.

1]https://www.emarketer.com/content/canada-ecommerce-2019
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Understanding
the Challenges
for Truck Drivers

So why aren’t there more truck drivers ready for work if the demand for their
services is so high? Being a truck driver can be a very lucrative and rewarding
profession, but similar to most jobs, there can be challenges as well.
Breaking into the Industry

Showcasing Your Experience

Firstly, getting your license is essential.
There are several license types AZ, DZ,
G, various training locations, and types of

After obtaining your specific license, a truck

vehicles one can operate. Take the time to
do your research to find out what license
type suits you best.

driver must build up experience. This includes
hours logged on the road, a clean CVOR, and
drivers abstract. Carriers will review this
information when hiring for a position, and it is
therefore very important to market yourself as
an attractive candidate.

Quick Tip

The best carriers look for drivers who have trained with TTSAO
approved schools to ensure the highest quality
.
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Registering with Multiple Agencies

Most new truck drivers will begin their professional
journey by registering with agencies. These
companies often have relationships with various
carriers, so most would consider this an ideal
starting point. That being said, each agency has
their own application process, and applying with
multiple agencies can be time consuming. It’s also
very difficult to determine whether an agency is
reputable, and more importantly, if they have your
best interests at heart.
Generic Job Boards

Most job board websites present vague
information on positions available. This is often
because they’re posted by an agency, and the
information relevant to the applicant, cannot be
revealed until a more serious candidate is being
considered. Again, applying to various generic
positions through a job board can become an
inefficient use of time, not to mention a frustrating
process, with little reward.
Timely Payment

If a truck driver is hired through an agency, getting

paid on time can present itself as an issue. This
generally isn’t the case with most larger, more
reputable companies, but as previously mentioned,
there are many agencies without such
characteristics. Administration, invoicing, timesheet
submission and approval, are all key components
to getting a worker paid in a timely fashion.
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Overcoming the

Challenges for
Truck Drivers

Although becoming a truck driver and gaining the experience required can be

challenging, it can also become an incredibly successful career path.
Understanding the challenges is the first step to overcoming those challenges and
achieving your goals. Here are some tips to help you along the way.
Be Prepared

Making the leap into a new career can be frightening and difficult for those who are
unprepared or have unrealistic expectations. Do your research on the above information, and
perhaps try to make connections with other individuals who are already in the industry- they
might be willing to offer some guidance and share best practices. It never hurts to have

connections!

When obtaining your required license, one way to ensure you secure steady work is to be
prepared for unsteady work- at least initially. Arrange your lifestyle and your finances to
accommodate a potential slow start. Taking a position that isn’t the right fit out of sheer
desperation, can lead to an unfavorable outcome. Employers may make false promises, late
payments, provide a poor work environment, etc. Investing the time and preparation now will
better prepare you for the future.
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Know Where to Look
As a newly licensed truck driver, you need
to know where to look for available jobs. It

is unlikely that searching endless postings
on generic job boards will deliver a great
deal of success. On occasion, you may
receive more specific, and relevant results,
but they will be few and far between.

Efficiency is the key to success. Focus on

job boards or agencies that are driver
specific (vs. clerical, industrial, IT, etc.).
This is the most effective way to put
yourself in a favorable position to be hired.
A driver specific agency will have the best
long-term relationships with the most
significant carriers.

Keeping a Current Resume

The trucking industry can be competitive.
Although driver shortage is trending, and
your skills are in high demand, carriers still
require drivers that are experienced, with a
clean driving record. Remember, you’re
carrying goods that represent their
company, and are therefore an extension of
their brand.
An up-to-date and professional resume is

likely your best opportunity to create a
good first impression, and to showcase
your most desirable assets as a truck
driver. It’s therefore very important that
your resume is well structured.
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Register with an Online Marketplace
Another way to stay current and to
highlight your experience, is to register
for an online marketplace for truck
drivers. In doing so, you can create a
profile that includes work history, your
CVOR, abstracts and licenses. These
types of platforms often have ratings
and reviews so this is a great way of
supporting that you’re a top candidate to
carriers.

Manage your Timesheets
Communication with your employer is

essential for many reasons, but ensuring
hours and timesheets are submitted on
time is one of the most important ones.
Not only does this get you paid in a
timely fashion, but it also demonstrates
organization and professionalism on your
behalf. Again, driver platforms often
have a timesheet component built-in,
which can make tracking hours and
submitting paperwork much simpler.

Fast Fact

Truckers who drive for small
businesses drive more than 4
million kilometers in their
lifetime.
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Drive with
Truckker

The more you drive, the more you earn. Easily connect with a network of carriers.
It’s free to join, easy to use, and you get paid by direct deposit every week you

work.

Earn more money

Our large and expanding network of
truck carriers offers the best rates, so
the more you drive, the more you earn.

Focus on driving
Create your Truckker profile and go. Your
job history builds automatically so you
can focus on your job, not paperwork.

Find new jobs

Start getting notified of work

opportunities once you sign up. The best
jobs are all right here waiting for you.

Highlight your experience

Let your experience and ratings do the
talking. Truckker takes the stress out of
the application and interview processes.

info@truckker.com

18445220905
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